
CLASSIC CORRESPONDENCE 
Top 10 Dos and Don’ts 

 
1. Please DO feel free to order our extra luxe one-color letterpress, one-color foil designs! 

These beautiful combinations showcase overprint of foil stamping with a watermark 
letterpress effect and are only available in this album. 

 
2. Please DO take note of the paper color options available in this collection. They’re all 

shown in the album, Design Deck and are indicated on the order form. This is the only 
stationery collection where we offer the choice between colored paper and our stock white 
and ivory lettra for the note card.  

 
3. Please DO feel free to mix and match the note card and envelope color for ultimate 

personalization! 
 

4. Please DO note the suggested ink colors on the first page of the album. As letterpress ink is 
translucent, and many of the paper options in this collection are colored, it’s important that 
you consider the combination you’re choosing. On colored paper our darker ink colors will 
show up more clearly and true to color. Lighter inks on darker stocks are liable to turn out 
muddy. If you’re in doubt, we’d recommend a silver or gold – those letterpress colors look 
extra stunning on these papers! 

 
5. Please DO be mindful of the quantities available – we ask that you order in sets of 50. 

That’s how you’ll find the pricing laid out as well. 
 

6. Please DO fill out the order form completely before sending it in.  It will help us get the 
order proofed quickly and correctly (thereby getting to your customer lickety split!) We’ll 
have to track down the missing information before going to proofing, which can really slow 
the proofing process down.  

 
7. Please DO send custom artwork if you’d like us to use it! We ask that everything be print-

ready, ideally in vector format. Not sure if the artwork you have is usable? We’re happy to 
take a look! Just email it over to proofs@hautepapier.com and we’ll get right back to you. 

 
8. Please DON’T order a different size or paper thickness than what is shown if you are 

choosing colored paper for your order. We only stock the luxurious colored paper in the 
shown weight and only stock the envelopes in this size. If you are using white or ivory paper 
then we do offer upgrades to 220# paper for $1.50/piece retail.  

 
9. Please DON’T order flat printed cards. We only offer flat printing on the return addresses 

on the envelopes, not on the cards themselves.  
 

10. Please DON’T ever hesitate to call us with questions! It’s what we’re here for! Our phone 
number is 866.740.4222.  

 

 


